
 
 

Lindsay Broadband Introduces 4 Port Gateways 
 

PETERBOROUGH, Ontario– Nov. 05, 2012- Lindsay Broadband Inc., a leading manufacturer and global 

provider of specialized broadband transport products for the telecommunication industry, announced 

today the newest addition to their diverse line of communication products, new 4 POE port gateways to 

communicate to and power 4 3
rd

 party devices . 

 

Enable your preferred access point (AP), IP security camera or traffic camera with this low-cost, Lindsay 

TOUGH 4 port Gateway. 

Flexibility matters in 802.11 deployments. The Lindsay Broadband DOCSIS gateway (LBDG) and 

Optical Gateway (LBOG) allows the use of up to 4 AP’s, IP security cameras and traffic cameras on the 

HFC strand. You can use a Lindsay-recommended or any AP (or other IP device) that accepts passive 

power over Ethernet (PoE) at 12, 24 and 48VDC. Designed to maintain reliability but minimize costs, the 

hardened Cable Modem or media converter is wholly under the control of the MSO. It can be used in 

conjunction with SNMP monitoring systems to evaluate cable plant line conditions. Ideal for traffic 

camera management at any cross road in any city right from your strand, deployable within 1 hour with a 

great ROI. 

 

 

 

 

About Lindsay Broadband Inc.  

Headquartered in Peterborough, Ontario, Canada, Lindsay Broadband manufactures a diverse range of 

specialized broadband transport communication products, including HFC powered and strand mounted 

Wi-Fi AP`s, optical and DOCSIS hardened Gateways, a complete line of subscriber amplifiers with 

MoCA, hard line passives, low cost deep fiber nodes and line extenders, a full range of MDU amplifiers 

and optical nodes with UPS options, mini optical nodes. Lindsay markets and sells to the worldwide 

telecommunications market. 

 
For more information about Lindsay broadband Inc. and its unique communications solutions, 
please visit www.lindsaybrodbandinc.com. 
 

For more information, please contact: 
David Atman  
Lindsay Broadband Inc.  
datman@lindsaybroadbandinc.com 
705.742.1350 
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